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King Charles Spaniels 

PD 1 Smith’s Bonniroy Delphin is Justacharma, an appealing 

puppy but had perhaps shed a little too much weight after 

Christmas. Moved well, maintaining his topline. Nice head and 

expression with well placed and carried ears, arched neck and 

well placed shoulders. 2 Lindley’s Headra’s Flash the Cash at 

Meglind, I marginally preferred the head of the winner. Still a 

quality puppy, he moved well with drive when settled, in good 

condition. Correct arch to his neck, carrying his head well. 

  

  

PGD 1 Smith’s Alambra Here is Magic for Justacharma. Not 

enjoying his day out at all but he grew in confidence as he got 

into the swing of things. Correct for size and shape, coat in good 

condition. Typical head with large, dark eyes giving pleasing 

expression. 

 

 OD 1 Smith’s Justacharma Oh So Magic. One I have judged and 

awarded top honours to in the past. He is still very pleasing with 

a typical head and expression, well placed ears with good 

feathering. Gracefully arched neck, well placed shoulders, 

correct for shape and size. The floor was a little slippery today, 

but when settled he moved well, elegant, free and with drive 

from behind and maintaining his level topline throughout. BD & 

BOB 2 Smith’s Headra’s Truly Magic is Justacharma smart and 

masculine dog, moved well with elegance and drive. Preferred 

the head on 1 but still he has a lovely expression, well placed 

ears with good feathering. Elegant and proud. RBD. 

  

 PB 1 Harvey’s Rivermoor Lady Martha. One to watch, the only 

bitch on show today but that should not distract from her quality. 

Presented in excellent condition, she’s compact, correct size 

and shape. Has a gorgeous, correct domed head and pleasing 

expression, well placed ears with sufficient feathering. A little 

more confidence on the move would be nice, but she is well 

constructed and sound so she will hopefully get into her stride. A 

very promising puppy. BB & BPIB. 
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